SET UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR 4421F1 - 4424F1
1) Set your fountain on your chosen location and position
it toward your preferred viewing direction.
2) Place the pump and light in the fountain floor. The pump
should be behind the divider wall and the light should be out
in front, aiming back at the middle of the high fountain wall.

Make sure to place your fountain on a firm
area which will not settle. Note: Always
follow local electrical codes and use a
110V GFCI protected outlet.

3) Push both power cords out the floor’s corner hole. Open
the slit rubber stopper and place each cord inside one of the
slit-holes. (The hole for the pump cord should be a little wider
than the hole for the light cord.) Then push the stopper firmly
into place to create a watertight fountain.
4) Thread the larger adapter into the coupling low,
under the wall as shown and push the smaller adapter
firmly into the pump.
5) Push the tubing onto the two adapters.
6) Use the provided silicone sealant to apply the
copper spill plate atop the front of the wall.
The sealant should be placed under and on
the outsides of the spill plate. The plate
should overhang somewhat for a good
waterfall. (You may want to make sure
the two guide holes in the spill plate are
plugged with silicone to prevent any
unwanted dripping.)
7) Place the black foam piece in the
water channel behind the copper spill
plate to smooth the water flow.
8) Read your pump and light instructions.
Then connect the plug / transformer to
your power source to see the fountain run.
If your pump does not produce flow
immediately, there may be an “air lock” in
the impeller chamber. Simply unplug and
re-plug the pump a few times to clear the
air-lock.
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Caution: The use of Chlorine or Chlorine Bleach or water
coloring additives may damage the finish of your fountain.

IMPORTANT – WINTER CARE
Winter ice build-up can cause damage to concrete statuary.
Follow these tips to reduce winter weathering to your fountain:
* Disconnect power to pumps and lights.
* Remove plugs / stoppers in all fountain bowls to open drains
and let all moisture out. Keep drains open throughout winter.
* Place an absorbant material like burlap, blankets, etc. inside
vases/bowls and cover all with a Henri fountain cover.
* Do not allow snow or ice to build up on or against the concrete.
Remove snow before it turns to ice. Do not use antifreeze, salt or
chemical ice removers as these may damage concrete.
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